Abstract. Recent BESIII results on exotic hadron candidates, the heavy charmonium-like states, will be reviewed, as well as a short introductions to the BEPCII collider and the BEESIII detector. Future BESIII running plans, specially the physics program for the exotic hadron spectroscopy, will be discussed.
Introduction of BESIII and BEPCII
The Beijing Electron Positron Collider II(BEPCII) [1] is a double-ring e + e − collider with reached peak luminosity of 10 33 cm −2 s −1 and beam current of 0.93 A in the τ-charm energy region. The BESIII detector [2] , operating at the BEPCII collider, is a general purpose spectrometer with a geometrical acceptance of 93% of 4π stereo angle. It is composed by four main components: a multi-layer drift chamber (MDC) with a momentum resolution of 0.5% at 1.0 GeV/c in a 1.0 T magnetic field and a dE/dx resolution better than 6% at the minimum ionization energy, a time-of-flight (TOF) detector constructed of 5 cm thick plastic scintillators providing a 2σ K/π separation for momentum up to 1.0 GeV/c, an electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC) in a cylindrical barrel structure and two end-caps providing deposited energy measurement of photon with resolution 2.5% (5%) at 1.0 GeV in the barrel (end-caps), and a muon counter (MUC) consisting of 1000 m 2 resistive plate chambers (RPCs) in nine barrel and eight end-cap layers. More details of the BESIII detector can be found in Ref. [2] .
BESIII works in the τ-charm energy region with abundant potential physics such light hadron, charmonium, charm, R-value and QCD, and new physics. Among them, the exotic hadrons may be the most exciting discoveries. Usually meson and baryon, the so called normal hadrons, take quark components that are quark anti-quark pair and three quarks, respectively. However, QCD allows states with more complex compositions such as penta-quark (five quarks), H-dibaryon (six quarks), tetraquark (four quarks), glueball, hybrid, molecule, etc., even not explicitly and definitely confirmed by experiments yet. These new hadron forms are exotic hadrons, or called as XYZ particles. Since 2012, the BESIII collaboration has systematically investigated the charmonium-like XYZ particles and made many important measurements. And it will go on this exploration with more data accumulated in this energy region. In this talk, I shall fast review the obtained exotic hadron results at BESIII so far, discuss what we know/what we don't know but want to know, data taking plan for XYZ particle study at BESIII, and what can be expected in the near future. 4.009 GeV, and this is the first bunch of data sample for exotic hadron study. In 2012, BESIII has accumulated more data at ψ(3686) and J/ψ peaks. Also in the same year, the first paper at BESIII for the exotic hadron is released, that is the measurement of the cross section of ηJ/ψ at √ s = 4.009 GeV. In this talk, the time stamp is according to the date when the paper is submitted to the arXiv e-print service. In 2013, more scan data for exotic hadron study, 2.9fb −1 from 4.23 to 4.6 GeV, has been collected at BESIII. And in this year, a paper based on analysis of π + π − J/ψ final states has been released, that reported first time of the observation of Z c (3900) [3] . The nature of this newly found resonance is a myth, since it couples strongly to cc and has charge, so it must take at least four quarks. Many suggestions and models have been proposed to explain this state, such as DD * molecule, tetra-quark, cusp/threshold effect, or mixing, etc. But none of them is accepted throughout the community yet. Soon after that, BESIII published the discovery of another Z resonance, Z c (4020), found in the π + π − h c final states with the data taken at 4.26 GeV [4] , as well as two Z c states,
and Z c (3885) in DD * mode [6] . Also X(3872) is observed in e + e − → γX(3872), X(3872) → π + π − J/ψ [7] . All the BESIII released paper in 2013 are shown in Fig. 1 .
During 2013 and 2014, 1.8fb −1 scan XYZ data is taken at BESIII. With this scan data and previous data samples, BESIII published four paper about cross section measurements at this energy region and mainly for the Y sates study. A neutral counterpart of Z c (4020) observed in π 0 π 0 h c final states [8] , [9] , evidence of e + e − → γχ c1 and γχ c2 [10] , no significant signal of Y(4140) is observed in e + e − → γφJ/ψ at 4.234.36 GeV [11] . All the BESIII released paper in 2014 are shown in Fig. 2 . [20] . All the BESIII released paper in 2015 are shown in Fig. 3 . In 2016, after released a cross section measurement of e + e − → η J/ψ [21] , BESIII has accumulated 3.2fb −1 data at 4.18 GeV. Then it published two studies of Y states with hidden charm final states via cross section measurement. One process is e + e − → π + π − h c [22] and the other is e + e − → π + π − J/ψ [23] . In both of them, two Y states are observed, in which one is a confirmation of previous discovery and the other one is new. And in the second analysis, Y(4008) is not confirmed. All the BESIII released paper in 2016 are shown in Fig. 4 . In 2017, BESIII continues working on exotic hadron spectrum. It published the cross section measurement of e + e − → ppπ 0 [24] , in which no significant resonance structure is observed. And it has measured cross section and studied internal charged structures with e + e − → π + π − ψ(3686) [25] , where complex structure is found and there is unresolved discrepancies between the fit model and data. It also has observed process e + e − → ηh c from 4.085 GeV to 4.6 GeV [26] , evidence of e + e − → γη c [27] , J P = 1 + for Z c (3900) ± and its pole mass and width [28] . And in this year, BESIII has collected more A simplified vision of these exotic hadron spectroscopy results is shown in Fig. 7 , where all the Y or Z states with similar mass and with are combined into a single one. It seems fine for a somewhat good understanding of these exotic hadron states due to BESIII discoveries and measurements, but the problem is that this vision may be too simplified! Actually, many remained question need to be answered. For example, is there one or two states when two One is the investigations are more systematical. As shown in Fig. 8 , the topics are not selected as a random pick-up, but try to cover all the combinations of photon(s), light hadron(s) and hidden/open charm meson(s). It will provide us a broader and complete vision of this scenery. The other trend is that more complex and novel analysis methods are adopted in BESIII analyses, such as partial wave analysis (amplitude analysis), to extract more valuable information from data instead of a simple fit of the mass spectrum.
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3 Data taking plan for the XYZ particles at BESIII Figure 9 . Integrated luminosity of data sets taken designedly for exotic hadron study at BESIII. The red points are scan data taken from 4.19 GeV to 4.28 GeV during early 2017.
To understand these exotic hadrons, as shown in Fig. 9 , BESIII has designedly collected more than 12 fb −1 data, and plan to take more. From , that primarily focus on the line-shapes, Λ c Λ c threshold, and more phase space. Or we can take data beyond 4.6 GeV, the present upper limit of BEPCII, to study higher mass exotic hadrons. Now the research and design of enhance the BEPCII upper limit energy is on-going. Or other plans may be based on suggestions from theorists, and specific predictions to the experimental results are extremely welcome.
Summary
BESIII has observed/measured many exotic hadron states. From the investigation of these hadron spectroscopy, some Z c and Y states, Z c (3900/4020) and Y(4260/4360) are solidly established based on the BESIII measurements. Our knowledge of these exotic states has been improved significantly. However, there are still many remaining puzzles. To solve them, BESIII plan to take more data in this energy region, and adopt/develop novel analysis tools to explore the hidden elements, and many exciting results are coming soon. With these efforts and inputs from our theorist friends, these exotic hadron states must be better understood.
